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Deakin Research

Turning great ideas into impact

We translate high-quality research into powerful solutions, policies and capabilities.












Research strengths 

A connected approach to solving global challenges

Guided by our five impact themes, help us solve some of the biggest, most complex global challenges.












Connect with industry

Open a world of opportunity

Work alongside world class academics while building practical skills to transform tomorrow.












Are you ready?

Ready to create a greener future?

Join Australia's largest recycling and clean energy advanced manufacturing ecosystem.
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Top 1% of universities globally






 



100% Excellence in Research Australia (ERA) 






 



$130.5 million in research income in 2022






 



#1 university in Australia for educational experience






 



Home to 14 research institutes and centres
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Research for the future

Learn about our latest breakthroughs, industry collaborations and strategic initiatives, plus access our wide range of publications.
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Research strengths

Discover how we advance knowledge, better humanity and preserve our planet.

Find out more
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Research partnerships

Our impact is bolstered by partnerships with industry, government and our communities.

Find out more
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Research institutes and centres

Our world-renowned research institutes, centres and groups are firmly placed in the global race to solve some of modern civilisation’s most complex issues.

Find out more
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Find a researcher 

Identify a researcher or supervisor that aligns with your skillset or area of interest.

Find out more
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Research degrees and PhD

Everything you need to know about becoming a research student at Deakin.

Find out more
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Support for researchers

We provide support in finding, applying for and managing research grants, awards and prizes.

Find out more

























Deakin's research impact
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Latest research announcements






Don’t dream of change. Deliver it with a Deakin PhD

Whether you want to break new ground, develop your critical professional skills or work with the best researchers in the world, you'll solve problems no one else can with a Deakin PhD.



Find out more









The Recycling and Renewable Energy Commercialisation Hub (REACH)


REACH – the Recycling and Renewable Energy Commercialisation Hub – is Australia’s largest recycling and clean energy advanced manufacturing ecosystem.




Learn more about REACH

































Higher degrees by research webinar

On-demand webinar

Find out from our experts about our research degrees and how you can turn your great ideas into impact. Watch on-demand.

Find out more














Research news and publications





Learn about our latest breakthroughs, industry collaborations and strategic initiatives, plus access our wide range of publications.
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More MRFF funding announced for Deakin 



Research news


8 Mar 2024

Read more















'Find something you love and go after it': Words of advice from three top scientists this International Women's Day
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Read more















Joint international PhD scholarships available in exciting partnership with Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras
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6 Mar 2024

Read more
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+61 3 5227 2360
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	Higher Degrees by Research – Candidature office
+61 3 924 45258
Email the HDR Candidature office
	Higher Degrees by Research – Scholarships office
+61 3 924 45413
Email the HDR Scholarships office

	Deakin Research Innovations
+61 3 5227 1135
Email Deakin Research Innovations
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Domestic student


You are an Australian domestic student if you are:

	an Australian citizen;
	an Australian permanent resident;
	an Australian permanent humanitarian visa holder;
	a New Zealand citizen.





	

International student


You are an international student if you are:

	a temporary resident (visa status) of Australia;
	a permanent resident (visa status) of New Zealand;
	a resident or citizen of any other country, intending to study on a student visa.
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We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the unceded lands and waterways on which Deakin University does business. We pay our deep respect to the Ancestors and Elders of Wadawurrung Country, Eastern Maar Country and Wurundjeri Country where our physical campuses are located. We also acknowledge all First Nations Peoples that make contributions to our learning communities.
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